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This paper develops a unified algebraic theory for a class of path problems such as that of 
finding the shortest or, more generally, the k shortest paths in a network; the enumeration of 
elemementary or simple paths in a graph. It differs from most earlier work in that the algebraic 
structure appended to a graph or a network of a path problem is not axiomatically given as a 
starting point of the theory, but is derived from a novel concept called a “path space”. TEsis 
concept is shown to provide a coherent framework for the analysis of path problems, and hence 
the development of algebraic methods for solving them. 
Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the abstract study of path problems. The term 
“path problems” has, in recent years, been widely used to describe a certain class 
of mathematical problems which deals with paths in a graph or a network, many 
of which also have real world applications. These problems had previously been 
studied separately by a great number of authors in different branches of engineer- 
ing, Operational Research and Computing Science. Numerous procedures for 
solving them had also been proposed separately. Pt was not until the use of 
algebraic methods for solving these problems became widespread that mathemati- 
cians began their search for a unified theory which would be useful for tl =ir 
solution. 
Any theory which would adequately describe a path problem must incorporate 
the two different mathematical aspects of the problem: one algebraic, the other 
structural. The algebraic aspect of the problem is usually described by a semiring 
(Section 1.1) which is often called “path algebra”, while the structural aspect by a 
graph (Section 1.2). The roles played by these two mathematical constructs in the 
abstract study of path problems will be seen in Section 2.3, where we present a 
general formulation of some of these problems. An important point which 
emerges from this fomlulation is that the path algebra of a path problem can be 
naturally derived from a more basic concept which we shall call a “path space”. 
Section 3 therefore develops this concept. Then, in Section 4, we show how the 
* As suggested by one of the referees. 
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interaction between the two mentioned aspects of a path problem can be fruitfully 
analysed with the help of a path space. The usefulness of this approach also 
extends to the development of solution methods akin to classical methods of 
linear algebra as pioneered by Carre [SJ. 
In order to make this paper self-contained and to prevent possible confusion of 
terminology, a section on background mathematics is first presented. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. Monoids and semirings 
As usual, by a monoid (X, 0) we mean a non-empty set X with an associative 
binary operation 0 for which there is an element e E X acting as identity. A 
monoid (X, 0) is said to be 
(i) commufafrve if x 0 y = y ox for all x, y E X, 
(ii) non-idempotent if xoxfx for all x eX~{e}, and 
(iii) locally .finife (cf. Eilenberg [9, p. 1701) if each x E X admits only a finite 
number of factorizations of the form x = x1 0x20* l l ox,,, where each xi E xl(e). 
For example, the usual additive monoid (IV, +) of non-negative integers is 
commutative, non-idempotent and locally finite. 
By a totally ordeved monoid (X, S, 0) we mean a monoid (X, 0) in which the set 
X is also totally ordered by some relation s such that from x s y follow 
xou~you and uox G u 0 y for all x, y, u E X. This monoid is said to have the 
Archimedean property if from x > e, y > e, we can find yt E N 1 {0} such that x” > y, 
where x > y denotes, as usual, x 2 y (or y SX) but xf y. 
A semiring (X, +, 0) is a set X on which two binary operations, + and 0, are 
defined such that 
(i j (X, +) forms a commutative monoid with 8 as identity, 
(ii) (X, 0) forms a monoid with e as identity, s.nd 
(iii) 0 is distributive over +, i.e. xo(y +t) = (xoy)+(xoz) and (x+ y)oz = 
WJZ~-.-(~O~) for all x, y, z EX. 
(iv1 x00=0=00x for all xEX. 
For convenience, we shall here refer to + as addition, 0 as multiplication, e as 
unit and 6 as zero of the corresponding semiring, A non-empty subset A of X is 
said to be a subsemiririg of the semiring (X, +, 0) if (A, +, 0) is itself a semiring. A 
semi: mg (X, t, 0) is said to be commutu:ive if (X, 0) is a commutative monoid, and 
idempotent whenever e + e = e holds. These and other properties of a semiring can 
also be conveniently expressed via the relation i which can be defined on X as 
follows. 
x<y if and only if x+y =y for all x, y EX. 
E.g. t2s relation is anti-symmetric because addition is commutative, transitive 
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because addition is associative. But it is not genemally reflexive, except when X is 
idempotent. Hence we shall refer to -C as the pseudo-ordering of the correspond- 
ing semiring. The following properties of -C will be used subsequently. 
P,: 0-Q for all xEX. 
Pz: From x-~y follows xou<you and uox-~oy for all UGX. 
P,: From X-KY and U-CW follows x+uxy+w for all x,y,u,w~X. 
P4: From X-CZ and y-~z follow x+yxz for all x,y,z~X. 
Here we also need the concept of a complete semiring (cf. Eilenberg [9, p. 1251) 
which we shall define as follows. 
Let (X, 0) be a monoid and consider a fo~ral sum CiEI xi as a well defined 
element of X which satisfies the following axioms. 
(i) If Z = {i}, then Cie 1% = Xi 
(ii) If I = UiEj Ii is a disjoint partition of Z, CicI xi =&EJ(cicl, xi) 
(iii) ZO(CiEI Xi)=CiEI (ZoXi) and (xi,, Xi)OZ =CiEI (Xioz) for all z E X. 
As an example of a complete semiring, consider the set N, = N U {m} which is 
obtained from the usual semiring (N, +, 0) of non-negative integers by augmenting 
it with 00 in such a way that for all x E X, 
x+w=w=w+x, 
and 
0, if x=0, 
x00=00x= 
00 , otherwise. 
A formal sum xi EI Xi in N, is defined as the sum of all the non-zero Xi if xi = 0 for 
all but a finite number of i E I, and 00 otherwise. 
Note that a complete semiring is also a semiring if one defines x1 + x2 as CiEl xi 
with Z={l,2}, and 6 as CiElxi with I=@ 
Now let JU,, (X) denote the set of all y1 x n matrices over X, and for A E J&,(X) 
let Aij denote the (i, i)-entry of A. If X is a semiring (or a complete semiring), 
then JU,,(X) can also be made into a semiring (or a complete semiring) by defining 
A +B (or xkCIAk) and A43 by 
(A + B)ij = Aij + Bii (or ( 1 &)ij = 1 (Ak)ij)y 
kel ksI 
and 
(AoB)ij = f Aik o Bkj forall i&(1,2 ,..., n}. 
k=l 
Moreover, the unit Z and zero 8 of A,(X) are respectively given by 
I e9 if i=j 
1.. = Y I 0, otherwise 
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and 
Oij=ol for all i,jE{1,2,. . ., n}. 
1.2. Graphs and stable matrices over semirings 
A graph G is an ordered pair (W, V) such that W is a finite set of elements 
called nodes and V is a set of ordered pairs of nodes, called arcs. In G we define a 
path of length k to be a sequence of k consecutive arcs. Let 
say. Then Xi will be called the beginning of the path p, Xi its end, and 
XI, x2, . . , , xk_, its intermediate nodes. Moreover, p is said to be closed if xi = Xi, 
elementary if from x, = x, and r < s follow r = i, s = j. It is convenient to define a 
null path for each node of G to be a closed path of length zero which begins and 
ends at that node. 
Of particular interest to us here is the concept of a graph over a monoid (X, 0) or 
a semiring (X, +, 0) which can be defined as a triple ( W, V, U) such that ( W, V) is 
a graph and v : V + X is a function. In such a graph G, v can be extended to the 
set B of all paths of G by settting 
e 
V(P) = 
if p is a null path 
V(Xi, Xl)OV(XI, X2)0* l l ov(Xk-l, Xi) if p is as above. 
Note that for economy of notation, we have here used the same letter v for the 
extended function and that (1) is well defined because 0 is associative. Moreover 
v(pq)= v(p)ov(q) for any two paths p, q such that the end of p is also the 
beginniilg of q. Note also that in the case of a graph over a semiring, v(p) is 
defined in terms of the multiplication of the corresponding semiring. 
Let G be a graph over a semiring (X, +, 0). We define the arc-value matrix of 
G to be the matrix A given by 
Aii = 
V(xii, xi), if (Xi, xi)E V, 
09 otherwise. 
(2) 
Note that A is unique if we choose a fixed numbering for the nodes of G, say 
1x1, x29 - - *, x,,}. This set of nodes will be assumed chosen for all the graphs 
mentioned throughout. Now let I$“ be the set of all paths of G which have length 
k, bejn at Xi and end at Xi. Then the matrix A k which is kth power of A is given 
bY 
(Ak)ij= C V(P)- (3) 
PE P,;r’ 
A neat way of proving (3) is to introduce the unction c : 2”’ --, X where 2”’ 
denotes the set of all finite subsets of P, as follows. 
~(0) = c v(p) where 1 x = 6 by definition. 
PFO XF:p 
(4) 
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This function has the following two properties which can be easily verified from 
its definition. 
0,: a(UFSI Qi)=CFzI o(Qi) whenever Qi nQj =@ for i#j. 
~2: dQirlQrlr2 l l l Qrd) = dQi,,)“dQr,r-,)O* l •oc(Q~~) where each Q,, denotes a 
finite subset of paths from x, to x,, and C&QSt = (pq 1 p E Cl,,, q E QS,}. 
The proof of (3) now follows easily from <TV and m2 by noting that 
rl+,....rk , 
A consequence of (3) 
(A”‘) ij = O(PiI’) 
which can be obtained 
where A”‘= i Ak 
k=O 
Let A be an n x n matrix over a semiring X. Then we say that A is stable if 
by applying uI is that 
and @;I = 6 pi,“). 
k=O 
(9 
thereisrEN={O,1,2,...}suchthatA lr+” = AC’! The stability index of A is the 
least such integer r if A is stable and 00 otherwise. Note that in consequence, 
A’“’ = A”’ for all s 2 r if r is the stability index of A. A number of sufficient 
conditions for a given matrix A to be stable can be conveniently formulated via 
the graph G(A) = (W, V, U) of the matrix A where 
(i) W ={A,, A,, . . . , A,,}, each Ai denotes ith column of A, 
(ii) V = {(Ai, Ajj 1 Aij # O}, and 
(iii) U(Ai, Ai) = Aij for every i, j E { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
Thus a given matrix A is said to be absorptive if G(A) is absorptive, i.e. 
u(o) -C e for all elementary non-null closed paths w in G(A). The definition of 
absorptive graph has been generalized separately by Gondran [12] and Roy [20] 
respectively as follows. 
(a) A graph G is said to be q-regular if there is q E N \ (0) such that Us -C 
e+u(w)+v(0)*+=* •+2)(0)~-’ for all elementary non-null closed paths o in G. 
(b) A graph G is said to be q-absorptive if 
u(o&w(o*)o’ l Tl(oq) 
<e+v(o,)+u(w,)ov(&+* l .+u(q)- l l w(w,_~) 
for every q-tuple (o,, 02, . . . , oq) of elementary noli-null closed paths. 
Accordingly, we shall say that a matrix A is q-regular or q-absorptive whenever 
G(A) is q-regular or q-absorptive. 
Stability Theorem. Let (X, +, 0) be a semiring. Then the stability index of A E 
d&(X) is 
(i) at most n - 1 if A is absoptive, 
(ii) at most nt(q - l)+ n - 1 where t denotes the total number of elementary 
non-null closed paths of G(A) if X is commutative and A is q-regular, and 
(iii) at most nq - 1 if X is commutative and A is q-absorptive. 
Our proof of this theorem will be given in the appendix. 
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2. Path problems in networks. The concept of path spaces 
2.1. The semiring N,X 
Let N, be as before. A multisct ’ A with elements from a given set X is a 
function A : X + N,. Each image A(x) is just the number of occurrences of x in 
A. We shall call a multiset A empo, written A = 8, if A(x) = 0 for all x E X, 
non-singular if A(x) # 00 for all K E X, and finite if cxEx A(x) # 00. For a given 
multiset A, we can associate a unique set d(A) = {x 1 A(x) # 0}, called the suppoti 
of A. Note that d(A) consists of only distinct elements of A. 
By virtue of the fact that multisets are mere generalization of sets, it is natural 
to make use of set-theoretic notations whenever confusion is not likely. Thus for 
instance, we shall write x E A to indicate A(x) # 0 and sometimes write A in 
extenso such as ( 1, 1,2} or ( i , 1, . . . , 1,2,3} if d(A) is a countable set. However, 
we find it convenient to reserve the notation {x i P(x)} exclusively for sets. 
Throughout this paper, NC denotes the set of all multisets with elements from a 
given monoid (X, o), which can be made into a complete semiring as follows’. 
For any A, B E NC, we define a multiproduct A4 by 
(AoB)(x)= c A(y)B(t) for all x 06 
x -=yoz 
where juxtaposition of A(y) with B(z) denotes the extended multiplication on 
IV,. The structure (IV:, 0) can be seen to form a monoid with {e} as identity. Now 
a formal sum uiG f Ai can be defined in N$ by 
(~rAi)(x)=~A,(x) for all xEX. 
Since the right-hand side is a formal sum in Woo, UicI Ai is easily seen to be a 
formal sum in IV? as claimed. Note that for Z = N and I = { 1,2}, we shall 
respectively write UT=, Ai and A 1 u A2 in stead of u iE1 Ai. We shall call A u Z3 
.he ILLCLC:SU~~ of A and B. Moreover, the structure (IV?, u, 0) forms a semiring 
with unit (e} and zero 9. 
The set AI: can also be seen to form a complete lattice (see e.g. Birkhoff [3] for 
definition) with respect to the partial ordering c which can be defined on IV: as 
folk )WS. 
A G R if and only if A(x) 6 B(x) for all x E X. 
where G denotes the extension of the usual ordering on N to R’, by defining x G 00 
for all x E PJ. 
’ A kind of .K-subsets in Eilenberg [9, p. 126-j where: K = IV?. 
* Zef-ree’s note: IV: is in fact an instance of a semigroup sing (Rota). 
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Let v be a subset of Nz. We say that Y is hereditary if from A E olr and B c_ A 
follow B E V. Here we are interested in the case where v is also a subsemiring of 
N$ such that {x} E -Y for all x E X. Such a -v will be called a hereditary semiring of 
NE. Obviously, IV: is one such candidate. Others include the following. 
(i) *={AEN?IC,~~A(X)#~~). 
(ii) 9 = (A E IV? 1 d(A) is a countable set}. 
(iii) N = {A E IV? 1 A(x) Z 00 for all x E X), provided that (X, 0) is a locally finite 
monoid. 
(iv) w = {A E NE 1 d(A) is well ordered}, provided that (X, s, 0) is a totally 
ordered monoid. 
(v) w={AENzId(A) is dually well ordered}, provided that (X, s, 0) is a 
total1 y ordered monoid. 
Now for A E IV:, we define Ak inductively by A’=(e), Ak+’ --AoAk for all 
k e N. The star of A, written A*, will be defined as l+JLZo Ak; whereas A’ = 
uE=, Ak will be called the weak star of A. Note that A c_ A* and A* E B* 
whenever A c_ B are generally valid but not A* = (A*)*. A similar observation 
also applies to A’. Finally, the star and weak star of A E &(I+!:) can also be 
similar1 y defined. 
2.2. Networks over monoids 
Now using multisets of the previous section, we can generalize the above notion 
of a graph over a monoid as follows. 
By a network SQ over a monoid (X, 0) we mean an ordered pair (W, U) such that 
W is a finite set of elements called nodes as before and U is a finite multiset with 
elements from the Cartesian product W x X x W. Each element of U is thus an 
ordered triple (x, a, x’) which we shall call an arc beginning at node x, ending at 
node x’, and carrying the label a. All the previous definitions concerning paths of 
a graph apply to a network as well. Moreover, let p be a path of JZ!Z which has 
length k, Say p = (Xi, aI, x1)(X1, a2, x2) l l l (Xk+ ak, Xi). Then p is said to carry the 
label a, oa2- l l oak which is well defined because 0 is associative. 
For each network s& = (W, U) over X, we can associate a graph G(d) = 
(W, V, v) over NZ by letting V =((x, x’) I (x, a, x’) E U for some a r X}, and 
v(x, x’) be the multiset of all the labels carried by arcs of U which begin at node x 
and end at node x’. G&Z) will be c&tql the graph of the network JJ& 
Here we shall find it convenient to ir traduce a function v : 2’ + NE, where P 
denotes the set of all paths of G(d), a+ follows. 
u(Q)= l+J v(p) forallQE2? 
P~Q 
(6) 
Note that strictly speaking, a different notation should be used in place of v on 
the leti-hand side of (6) above. However, there is no confusion because the 
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distinction can be made from its argument. Let us also note that this function is in 
fact an extension of the function U: 2”‘* IV: as defined by (4) for G(s&). 
Moreover, we have 
for Q, Q’ E 2’, u(Q) c v(Q’) whenever Q c Q’, (7) 
for pairwise &joint subsets Qi E 2’ (i E I), I.I (8) 
Now let M be the arc-value marix of G(d), also called the label matrix of the 
network ~62. Then in terms of the above function we can rewrite (3) and (5) 
respectively as follows. 
(M“)ii = u(P!:‘) and (M”‘)ii = u(P!,J’) for all i, j. (9) 
Moreover, using (8), we obtain 
(M*)ii = U(Z’ij) and (M-‘)ij = u(Pij x I$“) for all i, j; (10) 
where Pij = U~=o Pi,“’ and M*, M’ are respectively the star and weak star of M 
(see Section 2.1). 
The following generalization of a result originally due to McNaughton and 
Yamada [ i3] will also be useful later. 
Let Qj;’ c pij \ pi;” consist of paths which do not use any node X, of G(d) such 
that r > k as an intermediate node. Then for all i, j we have 
(i) u(QiJ”) = u(Pif’), 
(ii) U( Qiy’) = U(P,j \ I$“), and 
(iii) u(Qi:‘) = u(Qipm ‘1) u (u(Q~~-‘~)~~.(d)~~-‘))*o~)(Q~~~ l)) 
for all kE{l,2 ,..., n}. 
(11) 
2.3 A general formulation of some path problems 
Problem 1 (Shortest Path). Let G be a graph over (N, +). For any two nodes Xi, Xi 
off G, determine min {u(p) 1 p E Pij}. 
Problem 2 (Maximal C’apacity Path). Let G be a graph over (Noo, A), where 
L4,nu- I-WI {a, 6) for all a, 6 E IV,. For any two nodes Xi and Xj of G, determine 
max {U(p) 1 p E P,j}. 
Prohlem 3 (Most Reliable Path). Let G be a graph over the closed interval [0, l] 
of rell numbers which forms a monoid with respect to ordinary multiplication. 
F-2: any two nodes -Xi, Xi of G, determine max l[u(p) 1 p E P,j}m 
The above three problems were first seen by Moisil [ 151 to be equivalent to the 
determination of (A*‘. ’ )ij where A is the arc-value matrix of the corrresponding 
graph G over a suitable semiring such that 
u(x,, Xi) = e for each node Xi of G. (12) 
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It became apparent that condition (12) can be omitted if one identifies the 
above three problems with the determination of (Arn-“)ij rather than (A”-‘)ij. 
This observation was evident in the subsequent generalization of the above work 
of Moisil by a number of authors which include Pair [17], Benzaken [2], Peteanu 
[18, 191, Derniame and Pair [8], Carre [5, 61, Shier [21], Brucker [4], Gondran 
[ 121, and Roy [20]. In these references, a number of interesting path problems are 
formulated and solved as the determination of (ArncJ), where A is the arc-value 
matrix of the corresponding graph over a suitable semiring and IZ~ is the stability 
index of A. The following is one such example. 
Problem 4 (k Shortest Paths). Let G be a graph over (N, +) and k E N x (0). For 
any two nodes Xi, xi of G, determine k-min {u(p) 1 p E Pij} which is just the set 
consisting of the first t smallest elements of {u(p) 1 p E Pij} where t is the largest 
integer such that t G k. 
Note that when k = 1, Problem 4 coincides with Problem 1. We chose to 
illustrate this example because d suitable semiring for solving this problem is not 
at all obvious. In fact, several analogous proposals were made by a number of 
authors which include Pair [ 171, Giffler [ 111, Derniame and Pair [8], Minieka and 
Shier [ 141, Gondran [12], Roy [20], and Shier [22]. The following semiring 
tvk-rnin9 @T 0) was inspired by their work. 
Let -V = 2N and ~1~ =min {k, IA I} where (A I denotes the number of elements of 
A. Define k-min(A) to be the set of the first nA elements of A and let 
‘W;c_min = {A E 2N 1 A = k-min (A)}. Then one can define two binary operations @ 
and 0 on -Yk_min as follows. 
A@B=k-min(AUB), and A OB = k-min (AB), where AB = 
{a + 6 1 a E A, b E B}. The structure (-T/;c_min, @, 0) can then be seen to form an 
idempotent semiring. Now since k-min{x} ={x} holds for all x E N, one can 
identify the elements of N with the singleton subsets of -Vk_min. This identification 
then allows us to consider the graph G of Problem 4 as a graph over the semiring 
tvk-min, @, 0) rather than the monoid (N, +). Problem 4 is then equivalent to the 
determination of (Arnk- “)ij, since it can be shown (cf. Shier [22]) that 
k-min{u(p)~pE~~~J}=k-min{u(p)IpEP~~k-ll} for a!ls3nk-1. 
The above construction of the semiring (-Vk_min, @, 0) from the function k-min 
suggests a general procedure for constructing a semiring (-r/;, @, 0) from a certain 
function r : -7 * -V as follows. 
(i) ‘v; ={A E V I A = r(A)}, 
(ii) A @ B = a(A U B), and 
(iii) A @B = r(AB), where AB ={a06 I a E A, 6 E B}. 
The properties that the function r must have are obviously those which will make 
(Vr, a, 0) into a semiring. For this purpose, it can be seen from the definitions of 
@ and 0 above that V must be closed with respect to set-theoretic union and 
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compiex product operations. For such -Y, the following, properties of r can be seen 
to make (“v;, @, 0) into a semiring as required. 
(i) r(V) = Id, 
(ii) r(A U B) = r@(A) U B) for all A, B E V, and (13) 
(iii) r(AB) = r(r(A)B) = r(Ar(B)) for all A, B E V. 
In fact, suitable semirings for solving Problems 1, 2 and 3 can also be 
constructed in this way. Thus in Problem 1, we can set -V = 2* and r = min. Then 
the semiring (“Vmin, @, 0) so obtained can also be seer= to be isomorphic to the 
semiring (N%, A, +) where A - min. Also in Problem 2, we can set -V = 2N= and 
r = max. However, in Problem 3, one must exercise caution. For if we set 
‘v’ = 2’“*” and r = max, then it is possible that for some A E ‘V, r(A) is not defined. 
Forexample,letA={l-i, l-i,.. .}. Then max (A) does not exist. Thus to avoid 
this difficulty, we define -V to be the set of all dually well ordered subsets of [O, 11. 
Now observe that in all the above problems, we are required to determine 
r(( o(p) 1 p E PIFb’}) for some n,, E N. So we must make sure that (u(p) 1 p E I$?)? E -V. 
Since this is a finite set, we only need to stipulate that -V contains all the finite 
subsets, which is so if 
‘v’ contains all the singleton subsets of X, (14) 
because -V was assumed to be closed with respect to set-theoretic union. 
In fact, one can be more general and insist that {u(p) 1 p E Pij} E -V because all 
the above problems were originally posed as the determination of r({u( p) 1 p E Pii}) 
where r = min or max or k-min. The following example exhibits some of the 
difficulty which may arise in this case. 
Problexn 5 (Longest Path). Let G be a graph over (N, +). For any two nodes Xi 
and xi of G, determine max {u(p) 1 p E Pij} if it exists. 
Note that max {u(p) I p E Pij} may not exist if G contains a closed path c such 
that o(c)>O. Thus we see that it is the nature of the graph under consideration 
which dptermines whether or not {u(p) I p E Pij} E -V. Any graph for which this 
relation does not hold is in some sense not compatible with -7. It turns out that 
this question of compatibility can be fruitfully analysed if -V has the following 
property. 
If AEV and BcA, then BE?’ also. 
‘y (15) 
The detail of this analysis will be given later in the framework of ‘&ltisets. It 
suffice3 to note here that the appropriate -V-sets of all the above problems have 
this property. Our reason for extending the above consideration to multisets is to 
be able to include the problem of computing all path values in a network as 
studied by Giffler [ 10, 1 I] and Wongseelashote [23] under the same umbrella of 
path problems. Thus in summary, we shall define a path problem in this paper as 
follov. 5. 
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Definition 1. Let (X, 0, V, r) be given as in Section 3 below and ti be a given 
network over (X, 0) such that U(Pii) E V for all i, j. Then by a path problem we 
mean the determination of r(u(Pij)) for some (i, i). If we now define r(A) for any 
A E M,,(v) by 
(r(A))ij = r(A,) for every i, j, 
it then follows from (10) that a path problem as specified in Definition 1 is 
equivalent to the determination of r((M*)ij) for some i, j. But r(M*) satisfies the 
matricial equations 
Y = (r(M)aY) 03 r(I) or Y = (Y@r(M))@ r(I) (16) 
because M* = (MoM*)(fj I or M* = (M*oM)(S) I always. 
This suggests that one can determine r((M*)ij) by solving the corresponding 
system of y1 equations contained in (16) above. Thus a path problem as defined 
here can be solved if one knows how to solve a system of y1 equations over the 
semiring c-r/;, @, 0) of the form 
Y = (rUW@y) @ b or y = (y Or(M)) @ b. 
Now these systems can be solved quite readily by classical methods of linear 
algebra such as Gauss or Jordan elimination if the semiring (-r/;, @, 0) also forms 
a field or is embeddable in a field (e.g. an integral domain). Howeve;, there are 
relatively few such examples of path problems. It is therefore of significance to 
have similar methods developed for the more general situation. The interested 
readers are referred to the pioneer work of Car& [5] aud more recently 
Backhouse and Carre [l], Carre [6], Cart-6 and Wongseelashote [7]. 
3. Path spaces and their associated semirings 
Definition 2. An ordered quadruple (X, 0, -V, r) is called a path space if 
(i) (X, 0) is a monoid, 
(ii) V is a hereditary semiring of Nz (see Section 2.1 above), and 
(iii) r is a self-map of -V satisfying 
(a) r(B) = !& 
(b) r(A (SJB) = r(r(A)(SJ B), and 
(c) r(A43) = r(r(A)oB) = r(Aor(B)) for all A, B E V. 
For convenience, we shall refer to r as a reduction” of V for a given monoid 
(X, 0). This reduction can be seen to be an extension of the function r which we 
defined in Section 2.3. Indeed, let -V c 2x be closed with respect to set-theoretic 
union and complex product operations and satisfies (14) and (15) above, and let r’ 
A This name was inspired by the reduction function studied in Wongseelashote [23]. However, its 
abstraction was not conceived without the influence of the concept of an extraction function 
introduced by Roy [20]. 
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be a self-map ot: 7 ={A E Nz 1 ME V’} which is defined by v’(A) = r@(A)) for 
all A E v”, where r itself is a self-map of -V satisfying ( 13) above. Then -7 s V’ 
and I/” can be seen to form a hereditary semiring of NL; also r’(A) = r(A) for all 
A E V and r’ can be verified to be a reduction of -VI. Note that r’ is in fact a 
composition of Y : -V ---, V and d : -V’ - 3’ which is well defined because for each 
A E V’, d(A) E 9” by ,our definition of -V’. Thus we see that for each of the path 
problems given previously, we can obtain a corresponding path space (X, 0, -V’, r’) 
as above. Moreover, r’(A u A) = r’(A) for all A E -V’ can be seen to hold also. 
Such an r’ will be said to be idempotent in view of the next theorem. But first, let 
us give some other examples of path spaces. 
Example 1. (X, 0, IV:, d), where d(A) is the support of A. 
Example 2.j Let (X, 6,o) be a totally ordered monoid and -W = {A E Nz 1 d(A) is 
well ordered). For a given A E -W, let a, =cVCx A(y) for all x EX and let 
k’-min (A ) for some given k E N. (0) be defined by 
I 
A (XL if a, +A(x)G k, 
(k’-min (A))(x) = k -a,, if a, < k < a, + A(x), 
0, if k G a,. 
It can be verified that (X, 0, -W, k’-min! forms a path space. Note that I’-min (A) = 
min d(A) = 1-min (A), but k’-min (A) # k-min (A) in general for k > 1, where 
k-min is defined on -7/fr as we did previously for problem 4. 
Example3. Letfi={it(nEN}besuchthatNnfi=@LetX=NUfianddefine 
a binary operation 0 on X by the following rules. 
(i) mon=uiaG=m+n, and 
(ii1 uizon =l~fi for all m,n~N. 
It can be verified (cf. Wongseelashote [23]) that (X, 0) forms a commutative 
monoid with 6 as identity. Moreover, this monoid is also locally finite because 
(N, +) is locally finite. Thus let N = {A E Nz 1 A(x) # 00)(x E X) and for each 
t E J; : tietine r(A) by the following rules. 
(i) r(A)(n)=A(n)-min{A(n), A(@}, and 
(ii) v(Aj(fi) = A($-min {A(n), A(G)) for all 12 E N. 
It can be verified that (X, 0, cnl; r) forms a pat;9 s:Jace. 
Example 4. Let 2 be a finite set of letters, also called an alphabet. By a word of c 
we meali a finite sequence of letters written one after another in a definite order. 
A repetition-free word is one in which all its letters are pairwise distinct. The word 
without any letters is called the empty word, denoted by A. Note that A is 
repetition-free by definition. The operation 0 which combines two words into one 
’ IV pi xnt formulation was suggested by the referee. 
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is known as concatenation, usually denoted by juxtaposition. It is well known that 
the set C* of all words over C (including A) forms a monoid with respect to 
concatenation, also known as the free monoid generated by 2. Now for each 
A E Nz*, let sim (A) be the set of all repetition-free words of A. Then it can be 
seen that (S*, 0, N”* o. , sim) forms a path space. This path space is useful for 
enumerating all the paths in a graph which do not use the same arc more than 
once, also known as simple paths. 
Example 5. Let C* be defined as in Example 4 above. A word QL is said to be an 
abbreviation of another word @ if (Y can be obtained from p by removing at least 
one (and possibly all) of the letters of p (Note that every word with at least one 
letter has the abbreviation A). For instance, the word “mary” is an abbreviation of 
the word “elementary”. Now for each A E f+!z*, let elem (A) be the set of all 
those words of A which are not abbreviations of any other words of A. Then it 
can be seen that (x*,0, Nz*, elem) forms a path space. This path space is useful 
for enumerating all the elementary paths of a graph (see e.g. Murchland [16], 
Benzaken [2], Backhouse and Carre [l], and Carre [6]). 
Example 6. Let (X, +,o) be a semiring and S ={A E IV: 1 CXEX A(x) # 00). For 
each A&%, let u=x,,, A(x)x (sum in X) and define s(A) by 
s(A) {ah if af8’9 = 
99 otherwise. 
Then it can be seen that (X, 0, 9, s) forms a path space. 
This last example shows that each semiring gives rise to at least one path space. 
We emphasize here that there are more than one way of constructing a path space 
from a given semiring. For instance, if X is also a complete semiring, then we can 
choose Nz as the domain of s above. The following theorem shows how one can 
also obtain a semiring from a path space. 
Theorem 1. Let (X, 0, V, r) be u given path space and Vr ={A E V’ 1 A = r(A)). 
Define A @ B = r(A u B) and A OB = r(A oB) for all A, I3 E V. Then the structtcre 
(-Vr, @, 0) forms a semiring with unit r({e}) and zero $3. -Moreover, it is idempotent 
whenever r({e, e}) = r({e}), and commutative if (X, 0) is a commutative monoid. 
Proof. By direct verification of axioms using definition of a reduction. 
For convenience, we shall refer to the semiring (-V;, @, 0) as the wduct” of the 
path space (X, , 0 V, r). Let us note in passing that the reduct of the path space 
(X, 0, 9, s) of Example 6 above is in fact isomorphic to the semiring (X, +, 0) 
which gives rise to this path space, the isomorphism being given by f(x) = {xl if 
x # 6: otherwise f(x) = @ 
s Previously called a path algebra by the author: the present naine was suggested by the referee. 
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The rest of thns section will be devoted to the study of a reduction r such that 
r({e, e}) = r<(e)) holds. Such an r is said to be idempotent because of Theorem 
1 above. Evidently, r is idempotent if and only if r(A u A) = r(A) for all 
A E V. The reductions in Examples 1, 4 and 5 are idempotent. The reduction 
k’-min in Example 2 is idempotent if k = 1 and the reduction s in Example 6 is 
idempotent if (X, +, 0) is an idempotent semiring. 
Theorem 2. A reduction r of V is idempotent if and only if r(A u B) = r(A U B) for 
all A, B E -7, where (A U S)(x) = maxxEX {A(x), B(x)}. 
Proof. Sufficiency is trivial. For necessity, let Y = A n B and 2 = A U B, where 
;AnB)(x)=min,., (A(x), B(x)}. If Y =Z, then A =B, and hence 
r(AuB)=r(AuA)=r(A)=r(AIfjA)=r(AnB) 
as required. So let Y= 2 and define Z u I’ by (Zu Y)(x) = Z(x)- Y(x) for all 
x~X if Z(x)#m and 00 otherwise. Consequently, Z = Y u (Z u Y) always, and 
hence 
r(AuB)=r(Y(fjZ)=r(Y(5)Yu(ZuY))=r(r(YuY)u(ZWY)) 
=r(r(Y)u(ZUY))=r(Yu(ZISjY))=r(Z)=r(AUB). 
Corollaq. A reduction r of “V is idempotent if and orrly if for all A, B E -V such that 
A c B, we have r(A) -< r(B), where -C denotes the pseudo-ordering of C-W;, 03, 0). 
Let us make a special note here concerning the implication of the above 
theorems from the view point of Lattice Theory. By Theorem 1, we know that 
(V,, G3, 0) forms an idempotent semiring if r is idempotent, and hence its 
pseudo-ordering is actually a partial ordering, i.e. (‘u;, <) forms a join-semilattice. 
??5;‘5~*,_ , rhe addition @ of the reduct coincides with the usual join operation. 
Thus to emphasize that r is idempotent, it is convenient to use the usual join 
ltotation v in place of @ from now on. Also Theorem 2 essentially says that r is a 
join-morphism from the semilattice (-V, c) to the semilattice (‘r/;, <) if r is 
idempotent. This is because 
rcAUB)=r(AuB)=r(r(A)(tJr(B))=r(A)vr(B) for all A, B&V. 
In fact, if r has an additional property, it can be seen to be a complete 
join-mophism as in the following theorem. (The readers who are not familiar 
with thp above terminology of Lattice Theory can refer to Birkhoff [3], for 
instairc~ j.
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Theorem 3. Let r be an idempotent reduction of -V. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) r(Ui,r Ai) = ViEI r(Ai) whenever UiEl Ai E V. 
(ii) r(ui,l Ai) = VieI r(Ai) whenever lJi,=I Ai E V. 
(iii) Let A= (tJiEr Ai where Ai E 9 for all i E I. If r(Ai) -K r(B) for all i E I, then we 
have r(A) -C r(B). 
Proof. (ii) follows from (i) because 
(iii) follows from (ii) because 
r(A u B) = r( u Ai U B) = V r(Ai) v r(B) = r(B) 
iEl iEZ 
since r(Ai) -C r(B) (i E I). 
That (i) follows from (iii) can be seen as follows. 
Let Z = Ui,=l Ai. Then Ai c Z for all i E I, and hence by the corollary above, 
r(Ai) -K r(Z) for all i E 1. We now show that r(2) is in fact the least upper bound 
with respect to -c. Let r(Ai)i Y for all i E I, and let 2 = lJj,=l {xi}. Then for each 
i E J, Xi E Ai for some i E I, and hence r({xj)) -C r(Ai) by the corollary above. But 
then r({ xi}) -K Y for all j E J, and hence r(2) i Y as required. 
In view of this theorem, we shall say that a reduction r of -7 is complete if it 
satisfies Theorem 3(iii) above. Note that the reductions of all the above examples 
are complete. In fact, we are unable to find an example of a reduction which is not 
complete. 
4. Compatibility and stability 
Throughout this section, X will denote a monoid, -V a hereditary semiring of 
N;, r a reduction of V, and & a network o--zer ,X. 
Definition 3. Each A E -V is said to be closed in V if A* E -V, where A * = 
u;zO A k. 
Evidently, A is closed in -V if and only if A’ E *V or alternatively, B* E V for all 
B E A. For the hereditary semirings given in Section 1.2, we obtain the following. 
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Theorem 4. 
(i) A*‘E IV: for all A E NE 
(ii) A*E 9 if and only if A = 13. 
(iii) A* E 22 for ail A E !2. 
(iv) lf A * E N, then e$ A for all A E JV’. 7% e~n~erse holds if X is locally finite. 
(v) Let X be totally ordered. The condition “x B e (or x 6 e) for all x E A of W 
(ar .W’)” is suficient for A* E W (OY W’) if X has the Archimedean property, It is 
also necessary if X is nan-idempotenf. 
Proof. (i) is trivial, (ii) follows from the fact that if (x}* is non-singular, then 
d((x)*) cannot be finite. As for (iii), note that d(A*)= UIZo d(A)k, and hence 
countable because ach d(A)“ is countable. To prove (iv), let m = A(e)>O. Then 
Ak(e)>mk and A*(e)> 1 +~n+m’+* 9 cannot be finite. Conversely, if X is 
locally finite, then each x E X admits only a finite number of factorizations, and 
hence Ak (x) = 0 for all k big enough. Therefore, A*(X) # 00, 
(v) can be proved as follows. Let A E W and Q = min d(A) a e. Observe that 
Ak~W, A’kl~W, where A’k1=eUAUA”CP+3Ak, and ak=mind(Ak) for 
every k E IV. Suppose a > e and d (A*) contains a decreasing sequence b, > 6, > 
l l l . Then IJi E d(Akl) for some ki E N. Since d(A’k’) is well ordered for every k 
the sequence (ki) is not bounded from above by any k. Then bi 2 ukl which 
contradicts b, > bi and (ii) above. Thus A* E W. So suppose a = e and let 
A =BUC, where d(B)=(e) and e$d(C). Then clearly, d(A*)=(e)bld(C*), and 
hence .4* E -W becaux C* E -W by the above argument, thus proving the suffi- 
ciency. 
Now let X be non-idempotent and assume that e > a. Then a 2 a’. But a’ # a, 
and hence e > a > a’. Similarly, from e > a, we get a’ > a4, etc. and thus obtaining 
a decreasing sequence > a > u2>u4> l l l in &A*). 
The result for -W’ can also be shown dually. 
IMinition 4. Let P be the set of all paths of G(d). Then ti is said to be 
compatible with -V if I_J (P) E -7. 
Evidently, 912 is compatible with V if and only if u(P,, ) E ;r/” for all i, j E 
{:,2,..., II}. In fact, a stronger result holds. 
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Theorem 5. (i) d is ulways eamputible with 2 and N& 
(ii) & is csmputible with 9 if and only if & is acyclic, i.e. it bus no nan-nuil 
clssed pa&, 
(iii) d is ulwuys computibLe with V whenever & ia acyclic. 
(iv) If SQ is compatible with N, then e is nst the label cp:f unv elemenlary non-null 
l 
eked path sf &. ‘Fhe conzwsc holds if X is I~culIy finite. 
(v) Let X be tatally ordered, If X is nsn-idempstent and & is compatible with W 
(or W’), then each label u of any elementary nan-null closed path of & is such that 
a B e (or a G e). This condition is also suficient if X has the Archivnedeun property. 
Proof. (i) Note that u(P~, k Pi;“) = UC=, v(PiF’) E 9 because u (Pi:)) E S s % for 
every k. Thus by Lemma 1, & is compatible with 9, and hence with IV: because 
%N,X. 
(ii) By Lemma 1, d is compatible with 9 imp!ies u(Pii N Pi:“) E 3’. Since 
{x)” C_ U(Pii \ Pip’) for any x E U(Pii b Pji”), we have {x}* E $, contradicting 
Theorem 4(ii). Conversely, if U(Pii \ P’,“‘) = Q), then 8” = {e) E $ implies that !~2 is 
compatible with 9 by Lemma 1. 
(iii) follows from (ii) because 9 c_ ?V for any V. 
(iv) Note that the condition “e is not the label of any elementary non-null 
closed path of &” is equivalent to “e$ U(Pii 1 Pi:‘) for all i E { 1,2, . . . , II}“. For let 
x E U(Pii \ Pi:‘) for some i, then x E u(p) for some p E Pii \ Pi:‘. If p is elementary, 
then x is the label of some elementary closed path of s&, and hence x # e by 
assumption. Otherwise, let p = p’~p” where o is an elementary non-null closed 
path of G(S&) and p’, p” may be null, but not both. Then u(p) = u(p’)ou(~)~(p”), 
and hence x = yoaoz for some y E v(p’), a E U(W), and z E v(p”). Since a# e and X 
is locally finite, it follows that x # e which proves the equivalence. Now by lemma 
1, d is compatible with JV implies that U(Pii \ Pi:') E N, and hence {x}* E JV’ for any 
x E u(Pii L Pip’). Thus X# e by Theorem 4(iv). Conversely, let e# U(Pii \ Pi:‘). Then 
by (1 l), u(QI:~)E JV for every i, j because II( E JV, and e$ u(Qyil) implies 
u (Qy:l)* E JV by Theorem 4(iv). Thus in particular, II E A’. But again, by 
Theorem 4(iv), e$ ti(Qky) implies u(Q$)* E JV, and hence ti (Q!:‘) E JV for every i, 
j. Continuing the argument in this way, we get IJ (Q$‘l) E JV for every i, j. 
Consequently, u(P,,) E JV for every i, 1. 
(v) Just as in (iv) above, it can be shown first that the condition stipulated in 
this case is equivalent o &‘x 2 e (or x c c) for all x E u(& \ Pi:“) for every ii’, The 
remaining argument is also similar to that of (iv), except Theorem 4(v) is now 
used in plwc of Theorem 4(iv) above fts detail will therefore be omitted, 
llct It bc the set of all elementary non-null closed pathti of d. Then we have 
just argued that if u(fl) is I-ubsorptiue with respec*t ta r then the stuMity index r)f r 
with r~‘sp~‘cI lo Se is af mosf n = 1. In fact, one can also argue similarly (via (ii) and 
(iii) of the Stability Theorem) that if X is commufatiue, tkrl fhs &My ink r#’ r
wifh r~~s~~c*t to .d is uf nlosf ny = 1 when ~(0) is y=absorC,tiz2 wifh respo~*f lo r, and 
ut rnosf nJf#y -- 1 ) 4= n = 1 when tlb) is y-ahsorptius with resjxvf lo r filr euery 
0) ( SI. 
kfinitlon 7, r is said to be c’omplctcly stahk with respect o & if ~4 is compatible 
with V’ and there is k E N such that 
_ . .rrbllr~fe sfuhifify 
ot hcrwisc. 
index of r with respect o & is the least such intcgcr k 
Lemma 2. Let S# be compatible with V and r be mmplete. Then r is cmaplcfely 
stuhlc with respect o .d whenever  ix also stable with respect to (EB. 
PraoO. Let us first use mathematical induction to show that 
r(v(f:,k’)U uW$+) = r(zI(P$J)) for all k 2 n,,+ 1 
If n,, is thd: stability index of r with respect o 94. For k =n 0 + 1, the result is true 
by as9.u qtion. $0 let us suppose that the resub is true for all k such that 
it followo from the completenesc of r that 
r(uwQ ‘N Pl,;ll4) -c rlu(P’,p)), i.e. r(u(PI, 1) = r(u(Plr;lJ)), 
Uoing this lemma, one can aily extend each of the above results concerning 
the sttrhility index of r with respect o aI to a corresponding result concerning the 
complete stability index of r whenever Se is compatible with -V and r is complete. 
Some other results on complete stability will be given below. 
Theorem 6, T/w coi;~;~!ete stability index of r with respect to an acyclic network d is 
at rnthst n = 1 I 
Proof, By Theorem S(iii), c(;rI! is always compatible with V’ if S! is acyclic. Also for 
such &, Pi;’ = fl for all k a nt, and hence r(~($(~)) = r(u(i$]jj for aii 8 3 n = 1 a 
WC shall say that r is intensive if r(A) g A for all A E V, and stutionary if for 
some k/V, r(A*)=r({e)UAUA’U- U A&) whenever A*E Zv: Note that the 
reductions of all the above examples, except s of Example 6, arc intensive. In 
Example 6, if X=/V and A={1,2,3), then s<A)={l=+2+3}-{@$A, and 
therefore, s is not intensive in this case. The reductions of Examples 2,4, 5 and 6 
arc all stationary whereas those of Examplks 1 and 3 arc not. 
Theorem 7, If Y is stationary, idempotent and intensive, then r is completely stable 
with respect to any d which is compatible with “Ir. 
Proof, First, let us note that for any A, B E V such that r(A), r(B)E 9, both 
r(A U B) and r(AoB) belong to 9 because 
(i) r(A Is) B) = r(r(A) U r(B)) c r(A) U r(B) E 9, and 
(ii) r(AoB)= r(r(A)v(B))E r(A)or(B)E SF. 
Next, WC cltoim thut v(u(F$))~ 9 for ctlcvy i, J, Since we have Wfl,,)) = 
r(v(&, k pi;“) ti O( Pi;“)) and r( o( Pij”)) E @, it then aufRce~ to ahow that 
r(v(lt)l, N Pi;“)) E 9, By (ii) of’ ( ii), thirr is equivalent to showing that r(v(Qj~% E SF 
From (i) of ( 1 I ), we wee that r(v(Q(‘)))~ 9 for every 1, j beeatrse r(v(Qlf”)) s 
V( v( Pi) ‘)) G v( Pi,“) E 9, Thus in particular, r(v(Q$‘))~ $5 Since r is rrtatisncrry, it 
fbllaw~ that v(v@#)‘% 9, rend hence by (iii) aP (ii), r(v(C#‘))~ 9 far every i, 1, 
Continuing the argument in this way, we get r(v(Qf’)) E @ &II claimed 
Now since r(v(P,,))s VP,,), it followa that r(v(F$)) = v(H) for gome Adte subset 
H of P,,, Et q, he the maximum length sf paths in FL Then for each x E r(u(E$)), 
x E v( I”\;‘) for all ,Y a n,,, and hence r((x)) 4 r(v@“)) for olll ,B 3 yto by the corollsrry 
of thcorcm 2, Since thiN holds far all x E r( v(P,,)) which ig finite, it f~~llsw~ that 
r(u(/{,))15: r(v(Pl,;‘)) for all N 3 fir,, But by the ‘ame corollary, v@“)c VW,,) 
implicN r(v(Pll;l)FM~(P~,)) far all 83~ o, and hence r(v(f$)) = r(v#;‘)y) f’ar a01 
Prd, Let A ={~,,a~, , n t, uk) and amddew A to he the Iabel matrix of the 
onc~dc network &’ below, The rquired result irr then squlvsrlcnt to #hawing 
thut the complete ntabfllty index of r with rapa to a#’ fti at matit y = 1 B But r is 
complctc, al hence bv bmrna 2, !t r~uttica~ ts tihow that r(v@“‘)) = r(v(P”’ “I, 
whsrc iJ’ll’= u;2-0 Plh’ , and Ytk’ 16 the act SO pt\thB 04 ci(,sll’) which have length k, 
Let a 6 UP’), Then a e v(p) for some pi P’, and hence a = q,~a,,” 8 TI,,,, 
Sirrcx A iti q-aktiorptive with rapcct to v, we have 
~~(61}~~r((t’,u,,,u,,~Ui~, , IS ,u, wp ’ -=%I,,, ,)Pr(vW)) 
for home N G P “I ’ I, Since this holdrJ for all a E o(P’) which i# finite, it follsws 
that r( o( P’)) e r( u( H)), Therefore, we have 
v(l,(P”“)M WP’ ” N !=I),@ V@(H)) = r(o(P I’)), 
Pr00f, In view sf the end argument sf Thearem 7 &ove, it a&&x8 ta show that 
r(uP,,)) ar, equfvalanrly, r(v(Qj1”)) i8 finite for every I, 1, 
From (i) sf (1 I), r(u(Qjf’r))e S for every I, / baerru~e v(v(Q~~“,) = v(v(Bi/‘)) fz 
vP:,“)aS Thug In gartieul@r, we have r(v(Q$))E 35 Sinee r(v(Qf’l’))c vK??‘:‘r’ls 
v(B, ,), it fcaawa that r(u(Qr:?)) is q&Bsrgtive with I%%gaet to ra Since G3 is 
esmgatibla with “v: it follows that r(u(Q’:‘l’)) ilci ako eleMxl in V. Hence, on 
applying Lemma 3 to r(A) where A = v(Q(:~), we get r(r(A ,*)E 235 But 
r(r(A)*)=r(r(A)“’ “)=r(A”’ ‘+&A’) 
Let u11 first sbtain the PsllsGng lemma where we shall ssy that B suhet F of 8 
act of porthg 0 iti dcn~tt in CI if for any p E Q N F, there in 8 finite aub~et # sf F 
Nuch that ~(/+a(#), 
PROOF. If p E Q a 8, than p E Q B F beeau~e F G 19, But F ig &me in Q and heme 
there is a finite rrubwet # of F and hence of B Buck that v(p) <a(#) which grovee 
the Brat pa% NOW by PI, P3 and sl, we get 
conwequently, by P+ o@ B F) <CM), Therefore. by oI, we have 
(r(B)=o(BA F)+@(F)-a(F), 
We can now prove (I), (ii) wnd M) of the theorem 8~ follows, 
(1) From (4), this Irr equlvalant to a(@“) = cr(pl,r I’) for all IQ a n - 1, But by the 
kmma above, It suffices to show thtit &$‘I E Pii1 G Pl, for sell a a tl - 1 and that ,f#: ) 
Cs dense fn &,, where O,,” denotes the set of all paths of G(A) which do not 
traverse rrny elementary nsn-null cloercd paths, The former iti obviouo while the 
lertter cm be proved tis follows, 
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Let p E pjj ‘- ln;f ‘. Then in traversing P, we must come across at least one 
elementary non-null closed path say 0,. Accordingly, P = plo,q, and therefore, 
u(p)-+~(P,q,) since u(o,)ge by assumption. If plql E#‘, we are done. Qther- 
wise, repeat the above argument using p,q, in place of p until we eventually 
obtain an elementary open path P such that u(P) (u(P). 
(ii) Like (i) above, it suffices to show that J2$,’ E I’!;‘c pi, for all s 3 
nt(q - 1) + n - 1 and that O$’ is dense in Pi, where #y’ denotes the set of all 
paths of G( A ) which do not traverse any elementary non-null closed path more 
than q - 1 times. The former follows because the maximum order of any path in 
51:;” corresponds to that which traverses each of the elementary non-null closed 
path exactly q - 1 times and an elementary open path which amounts to nt(q - 
I I+ n - 1 if there are exactly t elementary non-null closed paths in G(A). The 
latter can be proved as follows. 
First let us note that if G(A ) is q-regular, then for every elementary closed path 
o of G, 
u(6$ <e+v(u)+21(W)‘+* l l +u(o)(~ ’ for all s3q. (17) 
Now let p E pii‘ O$,‘. Then p# ai:’ and hence p must traverse at least one 
clcmcntary non-null closed path, say o,, exactly s, times where s, 3 q. Let us 
,cxpress p by the manner which it traverses O, as follows. 
P = PW,P2~,P3 l . l ~IPs,+lr 
where the pi’s may be null. But then by the commutativity assumption, 
‘I’hcrefore, by P-, and ( 17) above, we obtain 
u(p) < u(p,) O t’(pz)“’ l l u(ps,, ,)o(e+u(w,)+u(o,)‘+* l l +u(oJ’ ‘1. 
w9 
Let us now write 
I’ “‘=p,p2*’ l psc,‘, 
P ‘2’= P,O,P;! l l ’ ps+,, 
. . . 
I’ ‘c”= P,~,fW,fh l l * ~JPc,P,,lI’ * * PSI I* 
‘I’hcn it follows from ( 18) and the commutativiry assumption that 
u(f’)<u(p(“)-t-u(p’.?‘)+* ’ l +u(p”‘))=~((9”‘,p’“‘,. I. ,p((“}). 
Moreover, each of the p”’ is a subpath of p which does not traverse ol for more 
than y -- I times. If any p”’ also traverses another elementary non-null closed path 
for more thrln q - I times, then we can apply the above argument to it and so on. 
Since there are only a finite number of elementary closed paths of G, this process 
must terminate. Hence we must eventually obtain u(p) x o(H) where H C_ ni$ 
(iii) galin, it sufhces to show that 12$ ‘5 Fl,“lc pi, for all s a nq - 1 and that s21y1 
is dc:~, in pi, where fj,, ‘9 ’ denotes the set of all paths of G(A) which do not 
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traverse more than q - 1 elementary non-null closed paths. The former follows 
because the maximum order of any path in s2iy1 corresponds to that which 
traverses exactly q - 1 elementary non-null closed paths and an elementary open 
path which amounts to n(q - 1) + n - 1= nq - 1. The latter can be proved as 
follows. 
First let us note that if G(A) is q-absorptive, then for every s-tuple 
(W,O 2, . . . , O, ) of elementary closed paths of G, 
u(0,)02)(02)0’ l l u(a&) (19) 
~e+u(W,)+u(0,)0u(W2)+‘. l +u(o,)w(w~)o~ l l W(W,_,) 
for all s 3 q. 
NOW let p E PiiN &I$‘. Then p&O’,y’ and hence p must traverse exactly s 
elementary non-null closed paths where s 3 q, say ml, m2, . . . , w,. Thus we may 
express p as follows. 
where 
But 
P = ww?l9 
PI41 = P2W2q2r 
. . . 
Ps -- 1% - 1 = PSw&~ 
pSqS is an elementary open path or a null path. 
then by the commutativity assumption, we have 
v(p) = u~p~q,)02)wov(o~- ,P* ’ l oo(o,). 
Thus by P2, and ( 19), we obtain 
u(p)~v(p,q,)~(e+v(o,)+v(o,)~u(os-l)+* * ~+~~J,PW~-A 
09 * ‘“ubN-4+2) (20) 
If we now set W ={pSqN, pS__lqN__l,. . . , pN_-(,+ lqS -4+ ,}, then it follows from (20) 
and the commutativity assumption that u(p) < a(H) and N E .I!;,! 
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